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Write NBC about ST’s time spot!
Join VOICE!
Star date, 8098.7

Hailing frequencies open—
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Back to your battle stations, crew, the
Enterprise is under attack again!
(No,
not by the lovely Mrs. Peel—more about
her later.)

As you recall from our last thrilling
episode, Star Trek was in danger of being
cancelled because of low Nielsen ratings,
brought on in part by the Friday night
time spot in the network schedule. Many
viewers just aren’t home on Friday nights;
they’re attending school or college events, or dating, or involved in
other social activities.
So Star Trek fans wrote a million letters, and NBC decided to renew the
show. They tentatively scheduled it for 7:30 Mondays, which seemed likely
to improve its Nielsen position. But did it remain there? No. ST is
now scheduled for 10 PM Fridays. Which could mean more low ratings, which
could mean cancellation in January.
A few news clippings. Matt Messina’s column in the New York_ Daily.News
says Gene Roddenberry is trying to get an earlier time on a week night.
The TV editor of the Seattle Times calls 10 PM Friday "a time berth that
adds up to a non-confidence vote" and says "the show’s fate appears to
be up in the air...." Variety says *...it‘s said a buy from R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company prompted NBC’s shift of Star Trek from early Monday night
to late Friday night, where it is safe for a tobacco to advertise.11 Tae
TV editor of the Boston Herald Traveler calls the late Friday spot "an
undesirable one for this program" and comments it would have been better
to leave it in the early Monday time, "But who are we to tell Mort Werner
of NBC what to do?"
(We’re the viewers and fans, that * s who!) Messina s
column calls chances of another schedule change "considered remote." (But
chances of renewal were considered remote, a few months back....)

Reliable sources say Roddenberry will not sign unless ST gets a better
time. And a news release just received from TV critic Harry Harris of
the Philadelphia Inquirer says that as a result of the shift to the 10
PM Friday "graveyard" spot, "There’s been an emergency meeting of the
cast, who’ve decided that it would be suicide to allow the show to be
aired at that late hour, when so many of their youthful viewers are away
from the sets. They’ve decided to walk off the series in revolt unless
the network meets their demands: a new viewing time or at least a firm
commitment for 26 shows."
OK. Let’s back them up. Back to the
typewriters—those addresses
are: Julian Goodman, President, NBC-TV, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
New York, 10020. Mort Werner, Program Director, NBC-TV, same address.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27100.

And meanwhile, back at the Nielsens—have you joined VOICE yet? VOICE
is the organization which will replace Nielsen, if we all get behind it

VOICE, a division of
Technic Research Corp.,
Seattle, will provide
viewers a direct repre
sentation to the networks.
Our opinions on all TV
programming phases will
be tabulated and presented
to them, and also to the
network affiliates, in
dependent, educational,
and CATV stations, to
assist them in local pro
gram scheduling.
VOICE is now conducting its Charter
Membership drive. For those joining
now, dues are $2 ($3 for two members
of the same family). After June 1
this will increase to S3 (family
memberships $5). The membership
goal for June 1 is 100,000 members, with an ultimate goal of 3,000,000
plus. A better idea than Nielsen’s 1100, right? Check. VOICE is regis
tered with the Better Business Bureau and the Attorney General. Member
ship applications were distributed with last issue; new subscribers will
get them with this issue.
If you need more, let me know.
Or write direct
to Mr. Jack V. Ritter, President, Technic Research Corporation, 2450 Sixth
Avenue South, Seattle, Washington 98134. Let’s drown out Nielsen by join
ing VOICE!
What would you say if you saw a tree floating around the Enterprise?
Many thanks and a Vulcan salute to—all those who sent in news and clip
pings for this issue; Alicia Austin for the "Spock Meets Mrs. Peel"
cover (note that stylized aleph signature—it stands for Austin, and
you’ll be seeing more of it); to Austin, Bush, Sherna Comerford, Dorothy
Fensterer, Sara Fensterer, Dapline Hamilton and Terry Romine for illos.
(Art note—#7 will have a DEA. cover, and some
more covers in the Bush series are coming up an
future issues.) Special thanks to the Illinois
and Ottawa fans for news of "Visit To A Small
Planet," and to everybody who sent Spock news
paper posters and ST bubble gum cards!
(More
about posters and cards in the Trading Post.)
You’d say it was from DeForest. (Bush)
Protest March Dept, marches on—

Several members of the Vulcan Consulate
group in Seattle marched on their local
NBC affiliate, March 22, to protest the
10 PM Friday time spot.
They picketed
the station (in costumes and make-up),
and were filmed by a TV camera there.
The film was shown on the local news
telecast, and it’s said film clips will
be sent to Julian Goodman.
(Thanx, Vera
Heminger!)

Slandau of Vulcan

Wouldn’t you know it would take a Bush to
come up with a DeForest joke?
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Leonardi. Nimoy News - from Peggye Vickers, President, LNNAF
Leonard Nimoy will be taping a Woody Woodbury Show, air date not
yet available.

lie has taped a Steve Allen Show, air date not yet available.
And April 13 he will be presenting one of the finalists in the
"Miss Teenage International" pageant, which will be shown that
night in the Hollywood Palace time slot.

Mark Lenard News - from Peggye Vickers
Mark Lenard will be co-starring in an ABC series next fall, "Here
Come the Brides." Hope it isn’t scheduled opposite ST....
LATE NEWS FLASH—the ST contract with NBC
has been signed. For 16 weeks only. Le
write NBC about that time slot, anyway!

"Journey To Babel" for Hugo
Cyrano Jones Trading Post

Bruce Anderson, Box 24, Walker Hall
Normal, Ill. 61761, has extra copies
of the Spock poster which appeared in
the Chicago 1s American newspaper. These
can be purchased for 200.

Kim Kowalewski, 1009 - 7th St., Rockford
Ill. 61108, has several sets of the ST
bubble gum cards available for trade or
sale ($1.25 for a complete set, single
cards 20 each); a few copies of the news
glWH
paper poster for trade or sale; and two
other posters for sale.
One is the color
poster of Spock holding the Enterprise model
and the other is the Enterprise (this may
not be in color). These are 30x38 posters, mailed in cardboard tubes,
limit 2 to a person (price $2 each, or $2 for the first poster and $1.50
for others ordered at the same time).
Maggie Rose, 1004 N. Hudson, Hollywood, Calif. 90038, has a few extra
copies of the color cover (from a newspaper magazine-section) showing
Spock, Kirk, McCoy and Uhura, for trade.

And I have a few extra copies of PLAK-TOW covers in the Bush series—
#3 (Spock), #4 (Kirk) and #5 (McCoyj.
If you missed those or would like
extras, send two 60 stamps for each cover wanted.
(OK, Bush, if we "sell"
’em, you get some of the stamps)
Also, Barbi Marczak, 5906 Cecil, Detroit, Mich. 48210, may still have
some extra ST articles from magazines to trade—write her and see.

Tape Dept. - ST fans wishing to correspond by tape have been sent the
list of each other's names.
If you don't have a tape recorder but would
like to correspond with other ST fans by mail, telepathy, etc., send in
your name and address (and list an interest or two other than ST, if you
want) and we'll put you in touch with the others.
Equal rights for non
tapers. Does that make it the Communicator Dept.? Put this on a post
card or separate sheet in letter, please.
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Star Trek Fanzines
are coining thick and fast.
to-date scorecard:

An up-

1.

ST-PHILE, available right now
from Juanita Coulson, Rt. 3,
Hartford City, Ind. 47348.
50
pages of excellent ST articles
and artwork, 50^.

2.

WHERE NO PAN HAS GONE BEFORE,
available now from Bjo Trimble,
417 N. Kenmore, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90004.
Send a 60 stamp
for this highly informative
newszine,

3.

ST CONCORDANCE available soon
but orders not being taken
just now.
Stay tuned to WHERE
NO FAN and PLAK-TOW and you’ll
hear about it, when it’s done.

4.

INSIDE ST - same situation as
ST CONCORDANCE.

5.

GALILEO SEVEN - Kathy Bushman (also known as Bush) is looking for
material for this one. Send your ST drawings (full page preferred,
black ink on white paper), short stories or poems to her at 8 Brookside
Drive, Southington, Conn. 06489. Deadline is July 1.
(After June 1,
send material to Box 89, Pearce, Arizona 85625.)

6.

Lois J. McMaster, 3481 W. Henderson Rd., Columbus, Ohio 43221, is look
ing for material for a Star Trek one-shot.
Send her your fiction, art
work, cartoons, articles, etc.

7.

KEVAS AND TRILLIUM - coming soon from Ottawa.

8.

EN GARDE - no, that’s not an ST zine, but this is "be kind to The
Avengers" week for PLAK-TOW. EN GARDE is available for 400 from
Richard Schultz, 19159 Helen St., Detroit, Mich. 48234.
It’s a 50page zine with photograph covers. Richard Schultz cares for The
Avengers as we do for ST; he says nice things about the ST zines
and groups; and Bush is going to do some artwork for him that ST
fans will find most interesting.

9.

The Dr. McCoy’s Sick Bay club is no longer a club—it’s now a zine.
This will be available soon from Barbi Marczak, 5906 Cecil-, Detroit,
Mich. 48210, for 300 a copy or ®2 plus four 60 stamps, per year.
Send her artwork, fiction, etc., preferably on Kelley/McCoy .

Stay tuned.

And of course, there’s SPOCKANALIA #2, being prepared now—and here is the
Report From Garlic Press - by Sherna Comerford
Garlic Press is (ahem) pleased to announce that on August 10, 1968, Sherna
will be married to trufan Brian Burley. Brian is a founding member of
both 0SFS and C0SFS, two fan organizations centered in Ohio. He and
Sherna arc both members of the 0CON Committee (Columbus Worldcon in ’69).
Ain't fandom romantic?

The couple plans to live in northern New Jersey, and SPOCKANALIA is ex
pected to continue unabated.
Sherna and Brian...that has a nice ring to it...(SM)
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Report From Garlic Press, continued
Meanwhile, back at the fanzine, typing is nearly done, the
myriad details needed to prepare the typed stencils (such
as proofreading and pasting on pictures) are well under
way, and the first stencils have been mimeoed. The zine
is 114 pages long, on slightly better paper than #1.
(We’re using the same paper Andy Porter gets for SFW. )
Colors are yellow and pastel green, which is at least
better than the tan we were forced to use before.

Legibility of type is, alas, worse. I)evra is doing
most of the typing, with the extensive help of
SPOCKANALIA*s newest staff member, her cousin
Debbie Langsam. Devra refused to do #2 on the
portable typer she suffered over for #1, so we
rented an electric. The mockup was all planned
out for the type size of that electric. Now,
when it is too late, we find the stencils it cuts
are not of the best quality. Caveat emptor.
We’ll
know better next time.
The pictures, on the other hand, are beautiful. We just got back the
ferocious batch we sent Juanita Coulson (patience, thy name is Juanita).
A better stencil no person, and probably no machine, could possibly cut.
A word of apology to those whose articles we were forced to take out of
#2.
Everyone has been notified by now, and they will be in #3. These
include John Boardman’s discussion of a human ancestor of Spock’s (nnt
Sherlock Holmes), Dorothy Jones’ discussion and development of the Vulcan
language (lauded for scholarship by Gene Roddenberry), Juanita Coulson s
delightful and real "transcription” of an orientation lecture given to
new members of the Enterprise department of clothing and supply and
others we didn’t want to wait until September to publish.
Sobb.
But there’s much good stuff left in #2, too. Wait until April 20.
(And
no money before then, please. We don’t want to risk losing it m the
“confusion of getting published.)

St. Louis in ’69
Another zine note: Bjo Trimble would like to have questions for INSIDE
ST and will try to get answers for publication in the zine. What would
you like to ask Celia Lovsky (T’Pau)? Or any other ST star? What would
you like to ask the technicians? Send questions to Bjo at 417 North
Kenmore, Los Angeles, Calif. 90004.

St. Louis in *68, too—Go, Cardinals!

News From the Clubs - The Little Enterprise is an ST club approved by
—---------- -----the show’s three top stars.
Dues
are 75t a year plus four 80 stamps;
four journals per year are published;
said various fascinating items are
for sale. Write Rita Ractliffe,
3200 Altura, El Paso, Tex. 79930.
(This club took 3rd place in the
"Save ST" petition contest.)

No other club news this ish except
for two corrections. The main
interest of Omicron Ceti Three is
ST, not SF as I typoed in #5; and
Spock’s Scribes dues include 8 60
stamps.
(And they have a 31 journal.)
More from clubs next issve.

The Leonard Nimoy News Dept, proudly presents—

WHAT’S A ST. CHARLES?
or
WHO NEEDS LSD TO TAKE A TRIP?

Art by Alicia Austin
Story by Maureen Bourns
Editing, kibitzing and rotten navigation by Rosemary Ullyot
Canadian money supplied by Jackie Dowell
St. Charles, Illinois being only about 900 miles from Ottawa,
Ontario, we decided that three Nimoy-fan drivers (Alicia, Jackie and
Maureen) and one crazy navigator (Rosemary) could easily make it for
"Visit To A Small Planet." The actual driving time was 18 hours, count
ing inadvertent side trips, or from 9 p.m. Thursday (right after Star
Trek) to 3 p.m. Friday (2 p.m. Chicago time).
We surmounted difficulties caused by losing the fan belt and blow
ing a gasket, and managed to find St. Charles in spite of the limitations
of American maps—St. Charles was marked, all right, but none of the high
ways leading to it showed a number on the map. Tired, extremely disheveled
and thoroughly disbelieving, we suddenly (an overnight success) found our
selves in front of a marquee reading "Leonard Nimoy - Visit To A Small
Planet"!

The Pheasant Run Playhouse is attached to a lovely Pheasant Run
Lodge. We immediately turned around and drove back to the "Galaxy Motel"
we had passed, which looked more in our price range and rather more in
our style (driving for 18 hours, remember?).
We registered and unpacked the car, then blasted off and bought
Rosemary a pair of shoes to replace the ones she left sitting on the
kitchen table in Ottawa, and had to explain the knee-high boots in a
town with no snow for weeks.
(The green complexion was caused by pure
jealousy.) Rosemary then looking more or less respectable, she ventured
into the Lodge and firmly requested that our envelope by placed in Mr.
Nimoy’s hands before the evening performance.

We hied ourselves back to the
Galaxy to bathe and dress for
dinner and the play, and to
worry about whether or not
Mr. and Mrs. Nimoy would like
the sketch Alicia had done of
them, and the special computer
run songbook put together by
Jackie and Maureen.
We had
enclosed a note telling him
we had indeed arrived, as we
had given him advance
notice by an Air Mail, Special
Delivery, Registered letter
earlier in the week—would you
believe 980 postage?
Tune in three hours later:
the Pheasant Run is a dinner
theatre, so we were finishing
a delicious meal and begging
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another cup of coffee. By this time we were
just anxious to see the performance; wondering
how the character of Kreton had fared in the
adaptation from the too—short television script
to a stage play, but sure that Leonard Nimoy
could handle anything. The play and the per
formance more than lived up to our expectations.
Although the actors seemed slightly stiff
and ill at ease before Nimoy’s entrance, the whole
thing visibly clicked when he bounded (literally)
onto the stage with one of the biggest grins you
have ever seen.

Kreton has a champagne personality—constantly
bubbling, and every so often he goes off with a
pop. Like that mad jig at the end of Act I when
he had decided to take over the world.
(He can
have my world any time.)
Or his war games with
the General ending in a dogfight with toy planes—
Vrrooomm!—with bombers, yet? To borrow a word,
"delicious."
Following the curtain call,
Nimoy remained onstage to say a
few words, and announced that there
was "a group in the audience who
drove 18 hours to get here.
Where
are they?" He waved at us as we
completely blew our cool and waved
our Canadian flag, crying, "Here
we are!”

As there had been an announce
ment that the audience was free to
visit the performers in the dress
ing rooms, we decided to wait (outside

the door in a strategic position) to
see him, so that we would not delay
others. Finally Rosemary got through
and burst in, saying, "HI! We’re the
group from Ottawa!" Whereupon he
stood up, gave us a big smile, and
a hearty "Hello there! What can I
do for you?" Fortunately, none of
us answered this query truthfully....
We presented him with the variou
goodies that we had brought for him,
including a couple of Canadian books
and a bottle of Canadian sherry (for
his birthday). He especially seemed

to enjoy the "Honorary Irishman" button on the sherry, in honor of the
(approximate) date. Having no pictures of Nimoy, we apologized and
asked him to autograph our pictures of Mr. Spock, which he kindly di ,
thoughtfully giving us each a different note.
(Rosemary, VHY did he
say "Thank you so much"???)

We attempted to take pictures, but luckily had trouble with 'the
flash. Seeing our problem, he told us to leave our phone number at the
desk so he could call us in the morning, because anyone coming all that
way deserved some pictures. We chatted with him a bit longer' -coherent
ly, I hope, since we seem to have gone blank on portions of the conversa
tion.
Next morning, after blasting through the motel office with our
autographed pix, and chewing our fingernails up to the elbow, we re
ceived a call from Mrs. Nimoy.
She apologized to us, explaining that
his brother and sister-in-law had come in and he'd be unable to see us.
We said we quite understood, but had a couple of things for him which
we would leave at the desk if this would be agreeable.
She again said
he would be disappointed, and that she liked Alicia's sketch, it made
her "look so good"—but having seen her in person we were of the opinion
that she needs little more than her presence to look good.
Anyway, we repacked the car (!) and drove to the Lodge to deposit
the sketch; called Mrs. Nimoy on the house phone to tell her it was
there; and got the delightful news that Mr. Nimoy would stop in the
lobby on their way out, giving us an opportunity to take our pictures.
This he very promptly did, bearing with fortitude our appearance
in traveling clothes (sweatshirts, ski slacks and knee-high boots—we
were heading north again). He accepted Alicia's sketch and the rare
mutated stripey Canadian tribble with a chuckle and explained that he
really had only a few minutes. Pray for us, loyal fans and true, that
the b&w pix on the Minox turn out, because we, of all people, had to
wind up with a Polaroid film packed wrong at the factory.
(I have to
say that, as Rosemary is still indignant that we blamed her for bollix
ing the camera when it wasn't her fault.)

He finally escaped to his
family waiting in the car, pursued
by a woman exclaiming, "Mr. Nimoy!
My DAUghter watches you ALL the
TIME on the Tv, Mr. Nimoy!" and
still clutching the tribble under
one arm and smiling back at us.
So we waved goodbye, and
climbed back into the filthy Ford
with nothing left but his hand
writing on our pictures, our
lovely memories, and a blown
gasket bracket....

You hear me out there, world?
It was worth it!!!
My affection for Mr. Spock is
purely plak-townic. (Maureen)
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Did you hear about the Security Officer who had to stop going
out with his girl because she was becoming a Klingon vine? (Alicia)

Other Leonard Nimoy News....
March 18, Leonard Nimoy was interviewed on a Chicago radio station.
He explained how the stardates work, and mentioned that ST’s filming
begins again May 20.
(Thanx, Fred Clarke)
Earlier in March, he held an informal discussion with students at
Aurora College, Aurora, Ill., and stressed the importance of education,
particularly in acting and writing. He also said that good writers
for TV are badly needed.
(Thanx, Sherna and Brian)

March 25 he appeared in Cleveland, Ohio, at the May Company, and auto
graphed copies of his Dot album, "Two Sides of Leonard Nimoy." There
was a crowd of about 1800.
One group presented him with a birthday
cake. He stayed longer than had been planned to make sure everyone
got an autograph, and later attended a party.
(Thanx, Joan Baker)
And March 26 he was back in California, leaving a long trail of auto
graphs and happy fans on both sides of the Canadian border. How’s
that for an international good will tour?

Congratulations, Trudeau fans
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BIBLIOGRAPHY - BOOKS
UNCLE #14, The Cross of Gold Affair, by "Frederic Davies." Much of the
action takes place in a Coney Island fun house built on an s-f theme.
Page 85 - Iliya confronts a statue in an alien planet setting. He looks
at&it, "examining the serious, analytical set of the statue’s eyes’ and
thinks, "I bet when Mr. Waverly was younger he looked a lot like that....
That is, if he had pointy ears, green skin and black bangs."
(Thanx,
Ruth Berman)
BIBLIOGRAPHY - COMICS
Yes they've done it again. The second issue of the Gold Key ST comic
is out. Front cover has a color picture of Spock with phaser and a b&w
of Kirk with phaser rifle; inside cover has b&w pictures of Kirk with
lirpa and Spock, Kirk and McCoy on the ’’Amok Time" set.
That's worth
120, isn't it? Never mind the rest of it....

BIBLIOGRAPHY - MAGAZINES
Analog, May - letters on ST in lettercol
Uh...would you believe Adam Stag Humor 111? Page 89, a cartoon — "an
orgy-causing monster" appears and the crew goes berserk, "all but Spock.
He falls in love with the instrument panel."
(Thanx, John Mansfield)
Bestsellers (a magazine for magazine wholesalers and retailers), March reports that the second issue of the ST comic will be on sale March 28.
(Thanx, Bruce Anderson)
Read (a division of American Education Publications), March 15 - pages
61'9j "Star Alien," an interview with Leonard Nimoy.
(Thanx, Jeanie Fudala)

TV Guide - March 9, Star Trek and DeForest Kelley in crossword; March 16,
Chekov in crossword; March 30, the Doan Report says that ST was renewed
"bowing no doubt to the clamor of Star Trek fans," and mentions the time
slot of Fridays at 10 PM. March 30, Shatner in crossword. April 6, a
fan of Garrison's Gorillas urges others who like that series to ^Remember
Star TrekJk

BIBLIOGRAPHY - MOVIEZINES
Inside TV, May - page 6, Kelley in column. Page 12,
mention of his record by Blackwell, the insult man.
picture story on. the Nimoys.
Modern Movies, June - page 8, picture of the Nimoys;
the Kelleys; page 16, picture of Tania Lemani (from
page 58, Spock picture; page 97, Nimoy mentioned in

picture of Nimoy and
Pages 32—3j„ good
page 17, picture of
"Wolf in the Fold");
article.

Motion Picture, May - page 15, letter mentioning Shatner and Nimoy; page
59, mention of Shatner's movie for TV.
Movie Life, May - page 11, Shatner ment Loneds page 14, Shatner mentioned;
pages 31-33, Shatner picture
story, "A Day at the Gym."

Movie Stars, May - page 26, pic
ture of the Nimoys and article
mentioning them; page 42, article
and pictures of Kelley; pages
70, 71, 72 and 74, inaccurate
answers to questions concerning
Nimoy, Roger C. Carmel, and
Nichelle Nichols.

Movieland and TV Time, May pages 24-25, Kelley article and
pictures; page 42, picture of
the Nimoys; page 77, Nimoy's new
album mentioned.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY - MOVIEZINES, continued
Photoplay, May - page 14, mention of Koenig,
Shatner and Nimoy.
Screen Parade, June - pages 48-49, Nimoy article
and pictures.

Screen Stars, June - pages 34-35, Nimoy article
and full-page picture.
(Good picture, bad
article.) Page 58, full-page picture of Uhura.
Page 59, Nichelle Nichols article.
Screen and TV Album, July - pages 18-19, Nimoy
article and full-page picture.

Silver Screen, April - page 27, picture of Nimoy
and others at Johnny Mathis show.
TV and Movie Screen, May - page 14, picture of
Nimoy with Johnny Mathis and others. Page 15,
Shatner mentioned in column.

TV and Screen World, May - page 8, Nimoy mentioned;
page 12, Shatner mentioned; pages 30-31, article and
full-page picture of the Nimoys.
TV Picture Life, May - page 14, picture of Spock and letter
praising ST and Nimoy. Page 17, picture of the Kelleys and
mention of ST ’ s renewal.
TV Radio Mirror, May - page 24, "Two Sides of Leonard Nimoy" reviewed
and called "thoroughly enjoyable."

TV Radio Movie Guide, June - page 6, letter from Tim Courtney about
Nimoy; letter from Jan Holtzman urging letters to NBC for ST; picture
of Spock and Kirk. Page 17, picture of Shatner with "Kleenex heir Jim
Kimberly." Pages 44-45, pictures of Spock, Kirk, McCoy, Uhura, Chekov,
and guest stars (with rather odd captions).
TV Star Parade, May - pages 10-11, picture of Nimoy and article on the
LNNAF Leonard Nimoy Award for 1967. Page 16, note in column that James
Doohan article is postponed till next issue.
Page 17, mention of the
ST spinoff episode. Pages 32-33, pictures of the Shatners and Nimoys.
Pages 34-35, Nimoys and Shatners mentioned in article. Page 44, picture
of the Nimoys. Page 47, picture of the Shatners.
MBLIOGBAPHT - TBENZINES
nUtedio Talk, p. 66, Nimoy record mentioned.

16, May - Koenig in cover cartoon; page 18—19, two pages of ST pictures
TsPock, Kirk, McCoy, Scott, Chekov, Janice Rand, Sarek, Amanda, T’Pring—
look at the one of' Spock and T’Pring’); page 20, pictures of Koenig and
his wife in his own movie; page 24, "Two Sides of Leonard Nimoy" listed
as a recommended album; page 25, picture of the album; page 30, picture
of Nimoy; page 31, mention of girl who won a picture of Nimoy and copies
of his albums; page 63, letter from two girls asking how to help save
ST (Editor tells them to write NBC); page 66, promise of more on ST
next month.
(Another Secret Fanzine?)
Fave, Mav - page 9, letter about Koenig; page 36, full-page picture of
Spock; page 37, Spock article and picture; pages 48-49, article and pic
tures, Koenig and his movie "I Wish I May."

Fifteen, April - Spock >n cover cartoon; page 4, question and answer
about Nimoy; pages 24—25, Nimoy article, 6 small Spock pictures and a
full-page, orange-striped (psychedelic?) Spock picture.

Teen, April - page 81, picture of Nimoy (identified as ST ’ s Dr. Spock.)
Tiger Beat, April - page 53 - there’s a group called The Enterprise???
Teen Screen, Nay - letter from a Shatner fan; mention of a "Long Distance
Spock’s Scribes" club
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BIBLIOGRAPHY - NEWSPAPERS

Arizona Republic, March 10 - article on network schedules by Richard K.
Shull comments, "...a cheer went up among the sophomores when NBC decided
to retain Star Trek..."
(Thanx, Adrien Spectra)
Beacon-News, Aurora, Ill., article, "TV’s Spock—It’s What’s Between Them
That Counts," by Carol Scholtens.
(See page 9)
(Thanx, Sherna & Brian)
Berkeley Barb, Feb. 2-8 - column by Lenny Lipton calls attention to a
"Save ST" ad, and comments on the series.
He likes "Mr. Spok" and says,
"He gives me faith in intelligence." (Thanx, Devra Langsamj
Boston Evening Globe, Feb. 8, interview with Nimoy; Feb. 2 and 16, letters
in TV section (Thanx, Anonymous)
Boston Herald-Traveler - Feb. 9, 15, 18 - items in TV column and Ken Mayer’s
column; Feb. 20, Nimoy picture on front page: March 18, column by TV editor
Eleanor Roberts (see page 1).
(Thanx, Anon.)
Chattanooga Times, Jan. 22 - article on March of Dimes telethon where Nimoy
appeared, and pictures of him—one with the March of Dimes poster boy, age
4, pulling a non-pointed Nimoy ear, and big smiles on both Nimoy and boy.
Chicago * s American — March 3,4, and 6 — items in "Daly Diary." March 17,
article~by Mary Knoblauch about Nimoy, with picture of him signing his name
in cement (and drawing pointed ears) at Pheasant Run Playhouse. kThanx,
Joan Swenski) March 26, double-page poster of Spock holding phaser.
Chicago Sun-Times, March 25, "Kup’s Column" mentions that the 26th is
Nimoy’s birthday.
(Thanx, Elaine Wojciechowski)
Chicago Tribune, March 25, Spock picture and ad for the poster (ad says,
"Careful. Don’t mention the ears. You could be de—materialized.").
March 26, the poster (same as in the American)«
(Thanx, Bruce Anderson)
March 8, Herb Lyon’s "Tower Ticker" column mentions that Nimoy will appear
on the "Channel 9 Lyon’s Line" TV show. March 13, article by Clay Gowran
interviewing Nimoy.' (Thanx, Bruce Anderson) March 5» "Tower Ticker" lists
"Visit to A Small Planet" as a "Best Bet For Tonight" and mentions that
Nimoy’s family attended the opening.
(Thanx, Kim Kowalewski)
Citizen-News, Los Angeles - Oct. 25, ’67 - picture of the Nimoys at a
charity ball which helped provide scholarships for students. (Thanx, Anon.)
Cleveland Plain Dealer, March 12 - article by Bert J. Reesing, TV Editor,
"Star Trek Producer Hails His Protesters." Roddenberry tells of the mail
and other "Save ST" efforts.
(Thanx, Joan Baker)
Cleveland Press, March 29 - "Way Out on Euclid Avenue," article by Jernes
Garrett, on Nimoy’s visit to Cleveland. Photos of him signing autographs
and talking to fans.
(Thanx, Joan Baker)
Daily Californian (Berkeley, Calif.), Jan. 12 — article by Bob Wieder
comments on the show and says it could be taken off the air——suggests
people write NBC.
(Thanx, Nan Braude)
Denver Post, March 31 — trufan Bob Tweedell mentions Nichelle Nichols in
a' column^ listing her among Negro performers whose color is "absolutely
incidental" to their featured roles. Picture of Uhura.
(Thanx, Mike
Montgomery)
Evening Gazette, Worcester, Mass. — March 6, article on children s home—
work and TV by"Bernard A. DuPont. The reporter visited a 4th grade class
and found they liked s-f shows, including ST. (Thanx, Daphne Hamilton)
Evening Journal, Wilmington, Del. - Jack O'Brian column has a quote from
Shatner and mentions his appearance on the "Personality" TV show.
Florida Times—Union and Jacksonville Journal, March 17 — article by Gene
Roddenberry telling of fans' efforts to help save the show. Roddenberry
quotes researchers and technologists as to the uselessness of the ratings
system now used by TV.
He also says that one of next season's shows will
deal with police, and another with brain transplants.
(Thanx, Al Ellis)
Kansas City Star "TV Scene" - Jan. 28, article by Joyce Wagner, TV editor.
Article titled "Loyal Star Trek Fans Are Up in Air Over Series." Quotes
from Bjo Trimble and Judy—Lynn Benjamin (Assoc. Editor, G_al_axy) as to
.
ST's appeal and the efforts of the Save Star Trek Committee.
(Thanx, Bjo)
Long Beach (Calif.) Press-Telegram - many letters on ST and Nimoy - Jan.
14, 21, 28, Feb. 4, 11, 18, 1968; Nov. 26, '67. (Thanx, Anon.)
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Los Angeles Herald-Examiner, "TV Weekly" - March 10, letter from Glen
Thompson of "Long Beach aEd NY" saying ST and its viewers are stupid
and idiotic" and doubting they "have any idea at all what is currently
happening in our space program." Editor tells him to tell it to the
engineers and students whose protests helped save the show- editor
then suggests Thompson return to NY and watch Captain kangaroo. (Thanx,
Ruth Berman)
. ,
,
, .
Los Angeles Times -Dec. 3, ’67, "West" section, picture and mention
of Nimoy at a Synanon meeting. Feb. 18 - ad for a music store prints
a Spock picture under their slogan. "Store of the Stars" and mentions
his Dot album. (Thanx, Ruth Berman) March 15 - announcement of cast
for "A Midsummer Night’s Dream" to be presented in April by Inner City
Repertory Company, lists Mark Lenard as Oberon.
(Thanx, RuJi) March
23, article says "City on the Edge of Forever" won the ’68 Writers
Guild Laurel Award in the dramatic-episodic category.
By Harlan
Ellison.
(Watch the credits.)
(Thanx, Bjo)
Morning News, Wilmington, Del. - March 30, Cynthia Lowry s column is
titled "Fans Save Star Trek." Quotes Shatner about the show s renewal
and. says he was mobbed by fans in New York.
(Thanx, Marty Lipton)
New York Daily News, March 26 — Matt Messina column (see page 1).
An Oregon paper, June *67 - picture of the Nimoys at Rose Festival
where he was grand marshal.
(Thanx, Anon.)
.
Ottawa Journal, March 28 - column by Sandy Gardiner reviews assign
ment: Earth" and doesn't like the cat.
(Thanx, John Mansfield)
Philadelphia Bulletin - March 17, "This Week" section, question and
answer about ST ’ s renewal. Lettercol - letter saying the Friday mgi
time slot for ST is a bad deal. March 24 - letter from Janet Kenney,
who enjoyed the TV satire in "Bread and Circuses."
Richmond News Leader (Va.), March 23 - picture of Robert Lansing and
cat, "Assignment: Earth."
(Thanx, Sara Fensterer)
Richmond Times-Dispatch (Va.), March 24 - different picture of Lansing
and the cat (on his shoulder this time).
(Thanx, Sara)
Rockford (Ill.) Morning Star - March 2, column by Bob Heck says fans
saved ST but don't seem to be interested in doing same for Batman.
March 10, James Sullivan's "Box Office" column describes "Visit To A
Small Planet" and says Nimoy is "a smooth, highly confident worker on
stage and a friendly, warm personality off." Another page of same
paper gives date and time of play. March 17, Sullivan's column again
mentions the play. March 24 — Sullivan's column says sone Rockford
fans are trying to start an ST-type campaign for Garrison's Gorillas.
(Thanx, Kim Kowalewski)
St. Louis Globe-Democrat , Feb. 21 - column by Pete Rahn reports ST
renewed, and quotes Julian Goodman as saying ST has low ratings but
draws more mail from "upper educative" viewers than any other NBC
series.
(Thanx, Sherna & Brian)
.
Sun-Democrat , Paducah, Ky. - Nov. 13, '67 article on telethon at which
Leonard Nimoy appeared, says he "fascinated children and adults a ie.
Sacramento Bee (Calif.), Sept. 7 and 10, '67 - pictures of Nimoy at
State Fair^
("Thanx, Anon.)
"TV Times" from an Australian paper, Nov. 15, '67 - article titled
"Star Trek is Science Fact, Says Its Creator," by Ellen lorgeson,
Hollywood.
Interview with Roddenberry, who says Si's premise is
"Real adventure in tomorrow's space, based on the best scientific
knowledge and estimates of what future astronauts might face.
(Thanx, Juanita Coulson)
"TV Times" from a Connecticut paper - an
ad for the RCA Victor record club includes records for other labels,
among them the Dot album, "Two Sides of Leonard Nimoy." (Thanx, Kathy
Bushman)

Running out of space—the rest will have to
Sightings. News flash—there's going to be
who made the Enterprise model!!! Watch for
time slot...join VOICE...see you at Lunacon
prosper.
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wait for //7, along with TV
a Klingon ship model, by AMT
that....write NBC about tne
April 20-21? Live long and

"Mr. Spock, I don’t see anything funny in a transporter malfunction."

FROM:
Shirley Meech
Apt. B-8
260 Elkton Road
Newark, Delaware 19711

FIRST CLASS MAIL

Be heard—join VOICE

